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IEEE/ICES TC95 Subcommittee 3 and Subcommittee 4
Motorola Solutions, Inc., 8000 West Sunrise Blvd, Plantation, Florida 33322, USA
13 December 2011, 1330 – 1730 h
1. Call to Order
Co-chairman Ziskin called the meeting to order at 1330 h.
2. Introduction of those Present
Each of the attendees introduced him/herself. (See Attachment 1 for attendance list.)
3. Approval of Agenda
Following a motion by Hatfield that was seconded by Cotton, the agenda was approved with the
following addition: Add Item 7(f)—Contact current exposure limits at frequencies above 100 kHz
(Reilly). (See Attachment 2.)
4. Approval of the Minutes (10 June 2011 Meeting)
Following a motion by Hatfield that was seconded by Needy, the Minutes of the 10 June 2011
Meeting were approved without modification.
5. Secretary's Report
Petersen reported that a detailed report will be given at the 14 December TC95 meeting.
6. Chairmen's Reports
Ziskin briefly reviewed the activities of the Editorial Working Group (EWG). (See Attachment
3.) Since the June 2011 meetings, the EWG met twice at the NEMA facility in Roslyn, VA (1920 July and 9-10 November). A number of issues were raised, discussed and addressed. Open
items include contact current, which Reilly has been asked to address [Item 7(f)].
Ziskin reported that he was contacted by members of the Government Accountability Office
(GAO) with a request to address a number of questions relating to mobile telephone safety and
the ICES standards process. An “ICES-GAO Ad Hoc” consisting of members from TC34 and
TC95 was formed to address the questions. During a 17 October teleconference with
representatives of GAO, the ICES-GAO Ad Hoc members agreed to provide written answers to
15 questions submitted by the GAO. (See Attachment 3.) It was made clear that the response
would come from members of ICES speaking as individual subject-matter experts—not speaking
for ICES or IEEE.
Weller reported that the FDA, FCC and other agencies received a letter, dated 1 June 2011, and
signed by members of the House Energy and Commerce Committee and its Subcommittee on
Communications and Technology, requesting information relating to mobile phone safety issues.
The letter (see Attachment 4), which appears to be in response to the IARC statement assigning
exposure to mobile phones and RF energy to Group 2B (possibly carcinogenic to humans), is
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asking for input for an update on the 2001 GAO Report on Research and Regulations on Mobile
Phone Issues (GAO-01-545). Specifically, the FCC and FDA are being asked to investigate
progress on testing, research, the use of warning labels, and similar topics. In meetings with
members of GAO, FCC and FDA were asked for the names of other agencies and organizations
that could provide further information—NCRP, ICNIRP and ICES were recommended.
7. Issues on Merging of C95.1 and C95.6
a) Contact current
Reilly reviewed contact current exposure limits at frequencies above 100 kHz (see Attachment
5). He noted that the issue of averaging time for contact current limits in C95.1, i.e., 6 and
30 min are impractical and inappropriate at low frequencies. The problem stems from the fact
that the 6 min upper tier and 30 min. lower tier averaging time values would allow 10 and 100
times the ERLs for 10% and 1% duty factors, respectively. He suggested a shorter averaging
time, e.g., 10 s, would be appropriate but an experimental and theoretical approach is needed
for justification. He discussed issues relating to the Chatterjee and Rogers studies on which
the ERLs are based and apparent conflicts between their respective results. Swicord noted that
Silny has carried out research on modulation effects at frequencies up to 100 GHz that might
be worth reviewing with respect to averaging time. Meltz was concerned about seeking
additional hypotheses based on limited data. Reilly explained that the bottom line is that
contact current limits have to be based on pain. He added that additional studies/data are also
needed to address spark-discharge issues. Klauenberg suggested trying to obtain an estimate of
the actual number of injuries associated with contact current and spark discharge, which, if
significant, could be an impetus for research. There was consensus that the number of injuries
associated with contact current is probably low—injuries associated with spark discharge are
probably higher. Klauenberg pointed out that the data from Rogers are somewhat ambiguous
and need to be looked at carefully.
b) Literature surveillance and review/evaluation
Elder reviewed the status of the literature surveillance/evaluation programs, including the
purpose and content of the database. (See Attachment 6.) He noted that the searchable list of
papers and abstracts can be found at ieee-emf.com. Publicly available abstracts are included.
Because of expense, the WHO will no longer be supporting the ICES database on their EMF
Project server. Currently 5114 citations are listed in the database – some may be without
content. In 2011, 142 new citations and 529 pdf files were added. Access to the full papers is
limited to those on the literature evaluation working groups.
c) Report from Editorial Committee – status of the merging work
Chou briefly reviewed the activities of the Editorial Working Group. He noted that a number
of comments were received on the draft sent to the membership in October (Draft 2.4V2,
October 2011). He noted that the specific comments will be discussed later in the meeting. He
also reviewed activity on the NATO draft (PC95.1-2345) pointing out that the normative
clauses (1 – 4) align closely with those in PC95.1. He also discussed the changes in
terminology, e.g., Dosimetric Reference Limit for Basic Restriction, Exposure Reference
Level for Maximum Permissible Exposure value. He explained that the reason for the change
is to make it absolutely clear to what the terms refer. In response to a question regarding
whether papers such as those by Kuster, which addressed metal implants and wires, will be
included in the literature review, Chou pointed out that the Kuster paper and similar papers
will be addressed in Annex B under “other effects.” Papers such as those by Anderson,
suggesting that whole-body-averaged SAR should be abandoned and replaced with localized
SAR for determining the ERLs, will also be discussed in Annex B and will be discussed
further at the next TC95 meetings in June in Brisbane, AU.
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d) Update on NATO standard
Klauenberg reviewed the history of the IEEE/NATO Standardization Agreement whereby the
NATO members will consider an IEEE Standard (C95.1-2345—when approved) as the civil
standard replacement for NATO STANAG 2345 “Evaluation and Control of Personnel
Exposure to Radio Frequency Fields – 3kHz to 300 GHz.” He discussed the differences and
similarities between PC95.1 and PC95.1-2345 and explained that both standards will go
through the SCC39 subcommittee and sponsor balloting process, and while the standard will
be considered as a replacement for the NATO STANAG, IEEE will own rights to the standard.
(See Attachment 7.) He explained in detail issues and confusion related to the use and mixing
of terms such as uncertainty factor, safety factor, reduction factor and modifying factor. Other
terms that are encountered include modifying factor and social factor. He explained the
components of “uncertainty factor” (slide #8) and suggested considering the use of the term
“uncertainty-modifying ‘safety’ factor” instead of safety factor and reduction factor. He
suggested that the EWG address this issue and try to establish the magnitude of each
component shown on the slide. It was agreed that this should be addressed by the Editorial
WG.
e) ICES Response to the recent Gandhi, et al paper
Chou reviewed concerns about the recent paper by Gandhi, et al in which it is claimed that the
head model (SAM – Specific Anthropomorphic Mannequin) used by IEEE is too large and
underestimates the peak spatial-average SAR in a child’s head.1 He reviewed the history of the
development of the SAM model during development of IEEE Std. 1528-2003. The
controversy arose over the size of the head model and the flat spacer between the device under
test and the brain tissue simulant—Gandhi and others felt that a smaller head model with an
outer ear should have been used instead of the SAM model. Chou pointed out that the thinner
ear spacer used with the SAM model brings the device under test closer to the simulated brain
material. Moreover, the electrical properties of the simulated brain material used for SAR
measurement are optimized to provide a conservative estimate of the peak spatial-SAR for
adults and children as well. He noted that several recent studies comparing SAR
measurements with numerical predictions verify that the SAM model over-estimates the SAR.
He asked whether ICES, perhaps TC34, should respond to the Gandhi paper. Meltz suggested
that a response might be better suited for COMAR. If ICES does respond, it should be a
general paper citing recent studies that strive to clear up some of the confusion regarding
children’s heads and SAR. Weller agreed that the response should come from COMAR. He
pointed out that some of the language in the paper is somewhat ambiguous, e.g., terms like
“proportionally higher SAR,” and the paper should be reviewed very carefully before
responding. Bodemann supported a COMAR response; Swicord pointed out that that the
Gandhi, et al., paper is published in Electromagnetic Biology and Medicine and not in
Bioelectromagnetics, where the reviews are more critical. He noted that some of the authors
are very savvy about promoting issues.
8.

Adjourn
The first half of the meeting was adjourned at 1645 h.

1

Om P. Gandhi, L. Lloyd Morgan, Alvaro Augusto de Salles , Yueh-Ying Han, Ronald B. Herberman,
and Devra Lee Davis, “Exposure Limits: The underestimation of absorbed cell phone radiation,
especially in children,” Electromagnetic Biology and Medicine, Early Online: 1–18, 2011
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Unapproved Meeting Minutes
IEEE/ICES TC95 Subcommittee 3 and Subcommittee 4
Motorola Solutions, Inc., Plantation, Florida
14 December 2011, 0900 h – Noon
9. Call to Order
Chairman Ziskin reconvened the meeting at 0900 h.
10. Other New Business
a) Presentation: Measurements of Charged Aerosols around DC Transmission Lines and
other Locations
Bailey discussed the issue of aerosols around DC transmission lines pointing out that a number
of years ago, Henshaw and others suggested that such aerosols were associated with a number
of adverse health effects (see Attachment 8). At the time, Henshaw and Fews hypothesized
that aerosols associated with corona around high voltage AC transmission lines was associated
with lung cancer and respiratory diseases usually linked to air pollution. The hypothesis stems
from studies relating radioactive ions to lung cancer. The hypothesis was that air ions created
by corona transfer charge to aerosols, which then become elevated at ground level. The extra
charge increases the likelihood of deposition in the respiratory tract, which increases the
amount of pollutants in the lungs. Bailey pointed out that the results of animal studies have
not demonstrated behavioral changes or neurodegenerative effects. He explained that current
public concern about “negative ions” associated with DC transmission lines has once again
raised interest in the issue. Measurements were carried out to characterize the distribution of
charged particles around HV DC transmission lines—the results of the measurements show
that the prevalence of charged aerosols is similar upwind and downwind of HV DC lines and
is similar to other environments.
b) Safety Factor
Ziskin opened the discussion of “safety factor.” (See Attachment 9.) He explained the
rationale and for the RF safety factors, which are based on thresholds, and those for the lower
frequencies where effects associated with electrostimulation predominate. In the latter case
the effects are probabilistic and, in principle, there is no level below which the effect would
not occur. Meltz pointed out that ultimate temperature increase is associated with exposure
time and intensity and asked whether both are incorporated into the definition of safety factor
at RF., e.g., the safety factor does not appear to address exposure duration explicitly. Reilly
asked whether the 4 W/kg RF threshold was indeed a threshold value, a threshold for a single
animal, or the median threshold value for different species under different exposure
conditions. He recommended examining the threshold distribution and defining the RF safety
factor accordingly. Chou pointed out that the thresholds for behavioral disruption occur at
whole-body-average exposure values between about 3 and 8 W/kg across animal species, and
the effects are known to be reversible for intermittent and short exposure durations. Reilly
pointed out that while the effects associated with electrostimulation, e.g., sensation and pain,
are also reversible, the distribution of thresholds appears to be log normal. While it’s true the
distribution goes on forever, people below 3 deviations are statistical people – not real people.
Bodemann noted that he understands this point of view, but it would raise a communications
issue if it were to be assumed that the thresholds at RF are distributed similarly, e.g., claiming
that the safety factor is protective of all but 1% of the population results in a large number of
unprotected people. Ziskin agreed that it would be inappropriate to define the RF safety factor
probabilistically—several others agreed that while it might be appropriate from a scientific
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point of view, it could result in an unwarranted communications problem. Meltz
recommended documenting the approach to the safety factors in detail in an annex, i.e., in
more detail than in the 2005 standard. Tell discussed a summary of SAR behavioral threshold
value data from de Lorge, pointing out that the data represent the values between the lowest
threshold and the highest point where an effect was no longer observed—they are not median
values. He suggested that although only a few animals are represented by each data point,
these and similar data may be a good place to start thinking about the RF safety factor. He
noted that environment should also be considered. Further action on the definition of Safety
factor was deferred until the next EWG meeting.
c) Review of PC95.1 Comment Matrix (Draft 2.4V2, October 2011)
Comments on PC95/1-Draft 2.4V2, October 2011, which was distributed to SC3/SC4 for
comment in October 2011, were discussed. (See Comment Matrix—Attachment 10.)
Comment resolution decisions on several comments follow:
Item

Action

Assigned to:

11

Statement is correct as written -

17

“Acceptably small:” refer to, e.g., < 1% where
appropriate

Reilly

19

Defer to EWG

EWG

21

Defer to EWG

EWG

23

Delete “Controlled Environment” where appropriate
throughout draft.

Petersen

24

Remove “direct” from “without direct contact” where
appropriate throughout draft.

Petersen

36

Add footnote “For pulsed and non-sinusoidal fields
see 4.1.2.4” to Table 2 and Table 3.

Petersen

41

Add definition of “whole-body-average”

Ziskin

71

Add “available power” (instead of “effective radiated
power” where appropriate throughout draft.

Petersen

All items that appear to be editorial will be addressed by the SC4 Secretary before the next
meeting of the Editorial WG—which should take place in February or March, 2012. The
Proposed resolution of all comments will be addressed by the EWG at that time.
Tell raised the issue of “RF burns” pointing out that while the tables for induced and
contact current cover frequencies up to110 MHz, RF burns are known to occur at higher
frequencies. Thus, the tables may mislead the reader. While he was unsure of the
availability of data that could be used to extend the frequency range of the tables, he noted
that the mechanism is the same above and below 110 MHz. It was agreed that until
experimental evidence is available appropriate for extending the frequency range of the
tables, the following footnote will be added: “Effects, such as RF burns, may occur at
frequencies above 110 MHz.”
The literature evaluation process was briefly discussed. Elder pointed out that while the
literature surveillance process is ongoing, e.g., identifying relevant papers, adding citations
to the database and obtaining copies of the papers, the actual reviews of the papers has not
yet begun.
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11. Date and Place of Next Meeting
The next Meetings of the TC95 committees will take place 14 – 16 June 2012, in Brisbane, AU,
immediately before the 34th Annual Meeting of the Bioelectromagnetics Society. A preliminary
meeting announcement with information regarding the meeting venue, lodging, schedules, etc. will
be sent in March. A second announcement with the meeting agenda and other meeting material
will follow in April.
12. Adjourn
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 1135 h.
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IEEE/ICES TC95 Subcommittee 3
Safety Levels with Respect to Human Exposure to Electromagnetic Fields, 0 - 3 kHz
And
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kHz to 300 GHz
Motorola Solutions, Inc., 8000 West Sunrise Blvd, Plantation, Florida 33322, USA
13 December 2011, 13.30 – 17.30 h and 14 December 2011, 09.00 h – Noon
1. Call to Order

Ziskin

2. Introduction of those Present

All

3. Approval of Agenda

Ziskin

4. Approval of the Minutes (10 June 2011 Meeting)

Ziskin

5. Secretary's Report
6. Chairmen's Reports

Petersen
SC3/SC4 Co-chairs

— Response to questions from the U.S. Government Accountability Office
7. Issues on Merging of C95.1 and C95.6

Ziskin

a) Literature surveillance and review/evaluation

Elder

b) Report from Editorial Committee – status of the merging work

Chou

c) Update on NATO standard
d) Possible effects of virtual family models on DRLs and ERLs

Klauenberg
All

e) ICES Response to the recent Gandhi, et al paper 1

Chou

f) Contact current exposure limits at frequencies above 100 kHz

Reilly

8. Other New Business

Ziskin

9. Date and Place of Next Meeting

Ziskin

10. Adjourn
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Arlington, VA
July 19 – 20
Nov 9 – 10

US General Accountability Office
• Good afternoon Mr. Ziskin,
• My name is Owen Bruce and I am an analyst with the
Government Accountability Office. We recently met with FCC
officials and they provided us with your name. We are
currently doing a follow-up to our 2001 report on mobile phone
issues, including exposure to RF energy. We will be reaching
out to IEEE so we would like to determine if you would be the
contact person and what your specific role is within IEEE. We
would eventually like to schedule a meeting to speak about RF
energy exposure as it relates to standard setting and
testing. Please let me know if you have any questions. Thank
you and I look forward to hearing from you soon!

US General Accountability Office
Owen D. Bruce
Analyst, Physical Infrastructure
U.S. Government Accountability Office
441 G Street, NW
Washington, DC 20548
202-512-7393
bruceo@gao.gov

US General Accountability Office
May 2001: GAO-01-545
TELECOMMUNICATIONS:
Research and Regulatory Efforts on
Mobile Phone Health Issues.
A 33 Page Report

US General Accountability Office
Appendix
A three page letter written by Andrew Fishel of the FCC
thanking the GAO on suggestions "regarding ways
in which the FCC can better serve the American
public in providing pertinent information on this
subject that is within our jurisdiction and expertise".
The very last sentence of this letter stated: "If you
have any questions, please contact Dr. Robert
Cleveland at 418-2422".

US General Accountability Office
17 October 2011 teleconference with
members of GAO and officers of the IEEE
International Committee on
Electromagnetic Safety (IEEE ICES)
October 21, 2011
Response to Questions

US General Accountability Office
IEEE ICES Respondents
Ronald Petersen, M.S.E.P.
Executive Secretary of IEEE ICES, Secretary SC-4
Former Chair of IEEE ICES and SCC34
Retired from Lucent Technologies Bell Labs
Wolfgang Kainz, Ph.D.
Chair, IEEE ICES TC34 (Assessment Standards)
FDA Center for Devices and Radiological Health
C.K. Chou, Ph.D.
Chair, IEEE ICES TC95 (Exposure Standards)
Motorola Solutions, Inc.
Art Thansandote, Ph.D.
Co-Chair, IEEE ICES TC95 SC-4 (RF)
Consumer and Clinical Radiation Protection Bureau, Health Canada
Marvin C. Ziskin, M.D.
Co-Chair, IEEE ICES TC95 SC-4 (RF)
Professor of Radiology & Medical Physics
Temple University Medical School

US General Accountability Office
Please note that answers to the questions submitted by GAO are addressed
by officers of IEEE ICES speaking as individuals

Additional Contributors:
Although the following individuals did not participate in the teleconference with GAO, they provided valuable
assistance in formulating answers to the GAO questions.
Robert Cleveland, Ph.D.
Member of IEEE ICES
EMF Consulting
US FCC (Retired)

Joseph A. Elder, Ph.D.
Chair of ICES TC95 SC-4 Literature Surveillance Working Group
US EPA and Motorola (Retired)

Richard A. Tell
R A Tell Associates
Chair of ICES TC95 SC-2 (RF Safety Programs)
US EPA (Retired)

US General Accountability Office
QUESTIONS and ANSWERS
RF Energy Exposure Standards
1. Please explain the process by which the
IEEE develops radiofrequency (RF) energy
exposure standards.
IEEE standards are developed through an open
consensus process with the oversight of the
IEEE Standards Association’s Standards
Board (SASB) to ensure openness and due
process at every level.

US General Accountability Office
2. How have these standards changed since 1996? Why were these
changes made?
The major changes relating to the exposure limits are:
A) The upper frequency boundary over which whole body average SAR is
deemed to be the basic restriction has been reduced from 6 GHz to
3 GHz.
B) The Maximum Permissible Exposure values (MPEs) for the lower tier
are in general more restrictive between 300 MHz and 300 GHz.
C) The peak spatial-average SAR values have been changed from 1.6
W/kg and 8 W/kg for lower and upper tiers to 2 W/kg and 10 W/kg,
respectively.
D) The averaging mass for determining the peak spatial-average SAR
has been changed from 1 g of tissue in the shape of a cube to 10 g
of tissue in the shape of a cube.
E) The averaging time for both the upper and lower tiers has been
changed for frequencies above 3 GHz since the thermal time
constant depends on frequency (and penetration depth).

US General Accountability Office
3. How, if at all, has smart phone technology
led to changes in SAR standards? Have
other changes in technology led to
changes in SAR standards?

At this time the consensus is that there is no
scientific justification for making any
changes to the SAR limits or peak-power
limits due to smart phones or other existing
technologies.

US General Accountability Office
4. How, if at all, has the research on the health effects RF energy
from mobile phone use influenced IEEE’s exposure
standards?

During our review of the literature, if there is any convincing
evidence that the standard should be changed, proper
amendments will be made that will be incorporated into the
next revision. For example, during the revision of C95.1–
1999, there was a computational dosimetry study
demonstrating that the basic restriction (SAR limit of 0.08
W/kg) for general public exposure could be exceeded if we
were to continue to use the same power density limit at
frequencies around 2 GHz. Therefore, the power density limit
was adjusted accordingly.

US General Accountability Office
5. Please explain the reason for the variations between
SAR limit of 1.6 W/kg in the United States and 2.0
W/kg in Europe.
In the revised C95.1-2005 standard, the recommended
peak spatial-average SAR values have been
changed and are now harmonized with the WHOrecommended ICNIRP peak SAR limits, i.e., 10 and
2.0 W/kg averaged over 10 g of tissue. Whereas the
1991 SAR limit was based on early dosimetry
considerations alone, the 2005 limit is based on a
significantly improved understanding of the RF
and thermal dosimetry and biological/health
effects.

US General Accountability Office
6. Some phones on the market today are on the high end of the
SAR limit (one model is as high as 1.55 W/kg). What data are
available on the effects on the body when the SAR is near or
above the 1.6 W/kg limit?

There are hundreds of research papers containing data relevant to
effects on the body when the SAR is near or above the 1.6
W/kg limit. A search of the IEEE EMF Database (ieee-emf.com)
under the following criteria: Freq. Range = 300 kHz - 300 GHz;
Frequency Subrange = Mobile Phone & Wi-Fi Communication,
generates a list of 626 bioeffects papers (epidemiology = 114,
Human/Provocation = 159, In Vitro = 175, In Vivo = 178).

US General Accountability Office
7. It is our understanding that the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) adopted exposure standards for mobile
phones based on criteria developed by the American National
Standards Institute and IEEE in 1996. To what extent should
FCC adopt the IEEE’s updated standards or otherwise update
their mobile phone testing and certification process?

It would seem most appropriate for FCC SAR rules to be brought
up to date and in agreement with existing international
standards. It would be of value if the GAO would encourage
FCC to harmonize with the ICNIRP and C95.1-2005 SAR values
of 2 W/kg averaged over 10 g of tissue for exposure of the
general public and 10 W/kg averaged over 10 g of tissue for
exposure in controlled environments.

US General Accountability Office
Mobile Phone Testing
8. To what extent are mobile devices tested for RF energy
emissions when they are used for activities other than talking
on the phone? For example, are mobile phones tested when
they are receiving text messages, downloading applications or
updates, or idle and how much, if any, RF energy is emitted
while devices are in these modes?

IEEE/ICES Technical Committee 34 (TC34) developed IEEE 1528 as
a specific measurement standard for mobile communication
devices used close to the head. For other phone positions,
such as holding the phone in front of the face, or carrying the
phone near the body (except the head), the IEC standard, IEC
62209-2 (2010), is the appropriate measurement standard.

US General Accountability Office
9. What are the strengths and limitations of FCC’s mobile phone
testing and certification process?

A) Strength: FCC has essentially adopted the harmonized
international standards, IEEE 1528-2003 and IEC 62209-1 (2005)
standards, for mobile phone testing near the ear. By requiring
the submission of detailed results for testing and evaluating
compliance, the FCC probably has the most comprehensive
program for safety evaluation in the world.
B) Limitations: FCC exposure limits are based on an outdated
scientific rationale and have been superseded by more
scientifically sound limits in C95.1-2005.

US General Accountability Office
10. What are the advantages and limitations of using SAM
(Specific Anthropomorphic Mannequin) compared to previous
SAR testing methods?

The SAM phantom was developed by IEEE ICES TC34 during the
development of the IEEE 1528-2003 standard. This is the first
international standard that specifies in detail the rationale and
SAR test method for hand-held mobile phones. In addition to a
standardized process, test positions and uncertainty
assessment, the committee took great effort to develop the
SAM model to provide a very conservative result to cover the
entire user population, including children of various ages.

US General Accountability Office
11. How have measurement
uncertainties been addressed while
developing testing standards?

Measurement uncertainty is one of the
major topics covered in IEEE 1528 and
the IEC 62209 standards.

US General Accountability Office
12. According to the FCC, mobile phone SAR tests are conducted at the
highest power level, in all frequency bands in which the phone
operates and in various specific positions against a dummy head and
body. However, some phone manufactures warn in their owner’s
manual that holding the phone too close to the body or in a certain
position can cause the phone to exceed FCC SAR limits.
A) On what basis are manufacturer’s making these recommendations?

RF absorption in tissue is related to how far the source is from the body;
shorter distances result in greater energy absorption. For voice mode
with the phone operated at the ear, the phone is usually in contact
with the head. IEEE1528 and IEC 62209-1 standards define test
methods to measure SAR for devices operated at the side of the head,
including the phone in contact with the ear and cheek.

US General Accountability Office
B) Can these phones still be considered
safe? Why or why not?

Yes, the phones can still be considered
safe. As stated in Question 5, there
are large safety margins in deriving
the exposure limits.

US General Accountability Office
13. Since the FCC requires SAR levels for wireless
devices to be below 1.6 W/kg, how important is it
that consumers know the SAR level when
purchasing one of these devices?

Other than curiosity, there is no reason for consumers
to know the exact SAR value from testing when
purchasing a wireless device. From a scientific
perspective, the only thing that the consumer really
needs to know is that the device complies with the
established regulatory SAR limit.

US General Accountability Office
14. What are the key studies related to RF energy exposure and
cancer or other negative health effects that we should be aware
of?

There is a voluminous literature concerning health effect of RF
exposure. An extensive database is maintained by IEEE
(www.ieee-emf.com). Over 1100 references are listed in
Appendix B of IEEE C95.1-2005. Twelve important references
pertinent to this document are listed in Annex B. Forty
additional references arranged according to category are listed
in Annex C. Annex D lists Summary Statements from 90
Governments and Expert Panels Concerning Health Effects and
Safe Exposure Levels of RF Energy.

US General Accountability Office
15. Are there any other groups or individuals
we should speak to about these issues?

International Commission on Non-Ionizing
Radiation Protection (ICNIRP).,
Federal Communication Commission (FCC)
National Cancer Institute (NCI)
Food and Drug Administration/Center for
Devices and Radiological Health
(FDA/CDRH),

US General Accountability Office

The End
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ATTACHMENT 5
Document MT 11-151

Contact current exposure limits
at frequencies above 100 kHz
J. Patrick Reilly
Metatec Associates
12516 Davan Drive
Silver Spring, MD 20904
December 13, 2011
ICES Meeting
Plantation Florida
December 12-14, 2011

Page 1

ICES Editorial Committee Deliberations



Contact current limits above 100 kHz





Shipboard applications
Exclusion zones

Need to reexamine limits in C95.1

ICES Meeting
Plantation Florida
December 12-14, 2011

Page 2

C95.1 Contact limits
f = 100 kHz to 110 3 MHz

The averaging time for determination of compliance is 6 and 30
minutes for the upper and lower tier, respectively. 1 s.
ICES Meeting
Plantation Florida
December 12-14, 2011

Page 3

Perception and tolerance thresholds.
Finger contact on 25-mm2 plate
[Adapted from Chatterjee et al., (1986);

ICES Meeting
Plantation Florida
December 12-14, 2011

Page 4

Chatterjee’s qualifying statements


“The threshold current for perception in the case of a
tapping contact was measured to be of the order of
90 percent of the value for continuous contact.”



“For frequencies greater than 100 kHz, for which the
sensation was warmth, when the current was
adjusted to a value equal to the perception threshold,
pain was reported typically within 10-20 s. This
phenomenon was not observed for frequencies less
than 100 kHz.”

ICES Meeting
Plantation Florida
December 12-14, 2011

Page 5

Averaging time


C95.1: ta = 6 min upper tier; 30 min. lower




Would allow 10x table values for 10% duty fact.
or 100x table values for 1% duty fact., etc.

Shorter averaging time appears justified



ta = 1 s seems reasonable
Experiment & theoretical approach needed

ICES Meeting
Plantation Florida
December 12-14, 2011

Page 6

Ponderables in Chatterjee Study






Upper end point = pain? Tolerance?
Perception  pain for t = 10-20 s
IT Tapping within 90% of held touch
IT (perception) & IT (pain) vs t?
Implications on averaging time?

ICES Meeting
Plantation Florida
December 12-14, 2011

Page 7

Perception & sensation thresholds
of current on finger

ICES Meeting
Plantation Florida
December 12-14, 2011

Page 8

Ponderables in Rogers Study
 “Discomfort/let-go”





end point?
Freq. scaling law for discomfort/let-go?
RMS vs. peak values?
Consistency w/Chatterjee?
Fingertip threshold 2x back of finger

ICES Meeting
Plantation Florida
December 12-14, 2011

Page 9

Measurement circuit used in thermal
perception experiments of Rogers

ICES Meeting
Plantation Florida
December 12-14, 2011

Page 10

Theoretical basis for
temperature increase

J ρt J t
∆T =
=
pc
σpc
2

2

∆T = temp. rise (K),

ICES Meeting
Plantation Florida
December 12-14, 2011

J = current density (A/cm2),
ρ = tissue resistivity (Ω cm)
σ = tissue conductivity (S/m)
t = duration of current,
p = tissue density (g/cm3)
c =specific heat of tissue (J/g K)
Page 11

Frequency variation of complex
permittivity typical of soft tissue

ICES Meeting
Plantation Florida
December 12-14, 2011

εr = relative
σ = conductivity

permittivity;
Page 12

RMS current and contact current limits based on
frequency scaling law from Rogers perception
data : f = 3 – 110 MHz.

In formulas, f is expressed in MHz
ICES Meeting
Plantation Florida
December 12-14, 2011

Page 13

Future Investigation
 Frequency

range: 100 kHz – 110 MHz
 Contact duration: 0.5 – 50 s
 Contact type: touch; grasp
 End point: perception; pain
 Contact location: finger/hand, face, foot
 Population statistics: n = 100;




touch perception;
f = 0.2, 2, 20 MHz;
duration = 1 s.

ICES Meeting
Plantation Florida
December 12-14, 2011

Page 14

Summary: Reconsideration of RF
contact current limits








Rogers only data for f > 3 MHz
Theory & measurement justify increase for f > 3 MHz
Suggest scaling law I = k f a with a = 0.37 (f > 3 MHz)
Averaging time: ta = 1 s
Induced current limit in feet assumed to track touch vs. f
(also true for exposure time?)
Additional tests with human subjects needed

ICES Meeting
Plantation Florida
December 12-14, 2011

Page 15

ATTACHMENT 6

ieee-emf.com
December 13, 2011

. “The primary purpose of the IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) database
(ieee-emf.com/) is to provide a comprehensive database of the world’s English language literature
on radiofrequency (RF) energy to support the review and revision, if needed, of RF safety standards
published by IEEE. The goal is to identify all peer-reviewed research papers and other relevant
reports such as peer-reviewed review articles and letters to journal editors. In March 2011, the
database had over 5000 references of which over 3200 are research papers. Each entry has a brief
description of the experimental approach/model and results; in addition, many of the research
papers have a link to abstracts in PubMed. The database can be searched by a number of ways
(author, study type, key word, year, frequency range, etc.). The core of the database is available
without charge to the public; however, members of IEEE ICES (International Committee on
Electromagnetic Safety) who are writing reviews of specific research areas have access to a
password-protected area to support their work.”

In 2011:
New citations: 142
PDF files added: 529

ATTACHMENT 7
IEEE PC95.1-2345™/D3.1
Draft Force Protection Safety and Occupational Health Standard for Military Operations with
Regard to Human Exposure to Electric, Magnetic, and Electromagnetic Fields, 0 Hz to 300 GHz

Exposure limits are presented to provide risk managed safety
and occupational health (SOH) operational environment and
protect military personnel and non-military persons (general
personnel/public) against established adverse health effects
associated with exposure to electric, magnetic, and
electromagnetic fields in the frequency range of 0 Hz to 300
GHz.

ATTACHMENT 7
IEEE PC95.1-2345™/D3.1
Draft Force Protection Safety and Occupational Health Standard for Military Operations with
Regard to Human Exposure to Electric, Magnetic, and Electromagnetic Fields, 0 Hz to 300 GHz

The military personnel workplace EMF exposure
environment covered in this standard consists of a lower tier
that is unrestricted and an upper tier that is restricted to
personnel with appropriate training. The upper tier is divided
into two zones (restricted and restricted expert-only (REO))
bounded by ERLs and DRLs

ATTACHMENT 7
IEEE PC95.1-2345™/D3.1
Draft Force Protection Safety and Occupational Health Standard for Military Operations with
Regard to Human Exposure to Electric, Magnetic, and Electromagnetic Fields, 0 Hz to 300 GHz

The upper boundary of the restricted zone 1 is a limit not to be
exceeded by all except highly trained specialists authorized
access to the REO zone.
The REO zone 2 is a mission essential zone wherein access is
under command discretion.
Access to the REO zone is limited to personnel who are
appropriately trained, equipped, and monitored (with limits and
additional controls and restrictions in place).
The REO zone permits specialized EMF technical experts and
scientific research and development experts highly trained on a
specific system or equipment to carry out necessary activities
under strict and explicit guidelines.

ATTACHMENT 7
IEEE PC95.1-2345™/D3.1
Draft Force Protection Safety and Occupational Health Standard for Military Operations with
Regard to Human Exposure to Electric, Magnetic, and Electromagnetic Fields, 0 Hz to 300 GHz

The standard includes limits that incorporate safety
margins based on uncertainty and other modifying factors
including social concerns to protect all personnel/public
in unrestricted areas.
In restricted spaces safety margins have been relaxed
and specialized limits set to meet personnel protection
requirements for the military environments and systems
with electromagnetic characteristics unique to the military
recognizing the high rigor of military risk management
programs.

ATTACHMENT 7
IEEE PC95.1-2345™/D3.1
Draft Force Protection Safety and Occupational Health Standard for Military Operations with
Regard to Human Exposure to Electric, Magnetic, and Electromagnetic Fields, 0 Hz to 300 GHz

Limits for REO zones shall be developed for each specific
environment and system that can exceed zone 1 limits and
that may require access.
Such limits shall be considered alternative exposure policy
and shall be reviewed and approved by a review board
consisting of medical, research, standardization, and
operational experts in EMF.
The upper boundary of the REO zone is a limit not
to be exceeded by any personnel.

ATTACHMENT 7
IEEE PC95.1-2345™/D3.1
Draft Force Protection Safety and Occupational Health Standard for Military Operations with
Regard to Human Exposure to Electric, Magnetic, and Electromagnetic Fields, 0 Hz to 300 GHz

The REO zone is well within the protective region (below
the established adverse health effects level), but with a
reduced uncertainty factor compared to the upper tier
restricted zone, in recognition of the rigorous military riskmanagement programs and the specialized expertise
required for entry.
Additionally, military personnel are typically more physically
fit, have medical physical assessments more often than the
general public, and the military would not be expected to
include members of the population with medical concerns
such as challenged thermoregulatory systems.

ATTACHMENT 7
IEEE PC95.1-2345™/D3.1
Draft Force Protection Safety and Occupational Health Standard for Military Operations with
Regard to Human Exposure to Electric, Magnetic, and Electromagnetic Fields, 0 Hz to 300 GHz

Uncertainty factors have been also been called safety factors,
Due to uncertainties in the knowledge-database US regulatory
agencies have used “uncertainty factors” and “modifying
factors” rather than “safety factors”.
In recognition of International Electrotechnical Commission
(IEC) and the International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) draft recommendation to avoid use of words safety and
safe as adjectives
uncertainty factor, modifying factor and social factor.

ATTACHMENT 7
IEEE PC95.1-2345™/D3.1
Draft Force Protection Safety and Occupational Health Standard for Military Operations with
Regard to Human Exposure to Electric, Magnetic, and Electromagnetic Fields, 0 Hz to 300 GHz

uncertainty factor: uncertainty factors include the following:
• interspecies uncertainty factor (UFA): to account for the uncertainty
involved in extrapolating from animal data to humans
• intraspecies uncertainty factor (UFH): to account for the potential
variation in human population sensitivity
• LOAEL to a NOAEL (UFL) extrapolation uncertainty factor: if no
appropriate NOAEL can be identified in the databases
• database uncertainty factor (UFDB): to account for the absence of key
data in the database
• modifying factor: to account for scientific uncertainties when other
aspects of the database that are not accounted for by one or more of the
other uncertainty factors (e.g. statistically minimal group sample size or
poor exposure dose data)
• In addition to the factors, this standard defines the additional factor
typically considered of social issues.
• social interest factor: to take into consideration public concerns and to
harmonize with other standards, recommendations, and guidelines

ATTACHMENT 7
IEEE PC95.1-2345™/D3.1
Draft Force Protection Safety and Occupational Health Standard for Military Operations with
Regard to Human Exposure to Electric, Magnetic, and Electromagnetic Fields, 0 Hz to 300 GHz

uncertainty-modifying “safety” factor (Fm): A multiplier (≤1)
(lower frequencies) or a divisor (≥1) (RF frequencies) used to
establish dosimetric reference levels (DRL), which account for
the statistical distribution of response thresholds among the
population, uncertainties concerning threshold effects due to
pathological conditions or drug treatment, uncertainties in
induction models, uncertainties in measurement, and variations
in temperature, humidity, and the level of safety program rigor
and incorporates societal issues and public concerns with
regard to the lower tier. An uncertainty-modifying “safety” factor
is not simply a “reduction factor” (used by some standardization
bodies) since several practices can increase confidence, reduce
probability of overexposure, and produce a smaller factor value
thereby reducing the size of the safety margin (also known as a
safety factor, reduction factor, or risk reduction factor).

ATTACHMENT 7
IEEE PC95.1-2345™/D3.1
Draft Force Protection Safety and Occupational Health Standard for Military Operations with
Regard to Human Exposure to Electric, Magnetic, and Electromagnetic Fields, 0 Hz to 300 GHz

The uncertainty-modifying “safety” factors take into account:
• Multilayered risk management programs typical of military.
• Military rigorous multilayer safety programs
• electrical engineers, risk assessment and risk characterization
experts, bioenvironmental engineers, radiation safety officers,
health physicists, and medical doctors trained in clinical care of
electromagnetic overexposure.

• Prior to gaining access to restricted zone 1 or REO zone 2:
personnel shall be instructed on EMF health effects and
risk management program procedures.
• The intensive monitoring and risk management programs
are modifying factors that allow for reduction of the large
safety margins that have been applied to civilian standards
risk management programs.

ATTACHMENT 8

Publication Reference
Measurements of Charged
Aerosols around DC
Transmission Lines and Other
Locations
International Committee on Electromagnetic Safety
TC95/ Subcommittee 3: Safety Levels with Respect to
Human Exposure to Electromagnetic Fields, 0 – 3 kHz

Plantation, FL

Bailey WH, Johnson G, Bishop J,
Hetrick T, Su S.
Measurements of Charged Aerosols
near ±500 kV DC Transmission Lines
and in Other Environments.
IEEE Transactions on Power Delivery,
2011, in press

December 14, 2011

.

Henshaw-Fews Hypothesis
Electrically-charged aerosols from
transmission lines are a source of
adverse health effects:
– Lung cancer
– Respiratory diseases linked to air
pollution

Links in Henshaw’s “Chain of
Evidence”
• Corona on TLs creates air ions
• Air ions transfer charge to aerosols
• Charged aerosols become elevated at
ground level (breathing zone)

• Extra charge on aerosols is sufficient to
increase deposition in respiratory tract

• Increased deposition of ambient

pollutants increases health risks

ATTACHMENT 8

Measurements Around DC Lines

Fraction of Charged Aerosols

Figure 2. Charged aerosol fraction (%) with respect to distance from centerline (m). The letters a-f identify data points analyzed in Figure 4.

Fraction of Charged Aerosols –
Other Environments

Conclusions
• Prevalence of charged aerosols is similar
upwind and downwind of DC lines

• Prevalence of charged aerosols near DC lines
is similar to other environments

• Bimodal distributions of charge are found
upwind of DC lines and in other environments

• Modal charge on aerosols in all environments
is 1q; downwind similar to other environments
but charge is more unipolar

Figure 3. Charged aerosol fraction (%) at Winnipeg urban and suburban locations along with Chicago urban, suburban, and rural locations.

ATTACHMENT 9

Dear Folks:
Here is my initial stab at definitions for reduction factor and safety factor, with special
interest for integrating low and high frequency effects..
reduction factor (Fs): A multiplier (≤ 1) used to establish a dosimetric reference level (DRL)
from an adverse health effect level. That is, DRL = Fs × Adverse health effect level. The
effect level is the threshold for the adverse health effect when there is a clear threshold.
When there is no single threshold applicable to all people, an acceptably low value of the
stimulus, based on probability and safety considerations, is taken as the level to be
multiplied. When used for frequencies less than 100 kHz (where electrostimulation is the
effect of major concern), the DRL, the adverse health effect, and the reduction factor are
expressed as first order quantities, such as voltages or currents. When used for frequencies
greater than 5 MHz (where heating is the effect of major concern), these values are expressed
as second order quantities, such as power and energy. Between 100 kHz and 5 MHz, first
order quantities are used to electrostimulation and second order quantities are used for
thermal effects.
NOTE—The reduction factor equals the reciprocal of the safety factor.
safety factor: The ratio (≥ 1) of an adverse health effect threshold to a dosimetric reference
level (DRL). When used for frequencies less than 100 kHz (where electrostimulation is the
effect of major concern), the DRL, the adverse health effect, and the reduction factor are
expressed as first order quantities, such as voltages or currents. When used for frequencies
greater than 5 MHz (where heating is the effect of major concern), these values are expressed
as second order quantities, such as power and energy. Between 100 kHz and 5 MHz, first
order quantities are used to electrostimulation and second order quantities are used for
thermal effects.
NOTE—The safety factor equals the reciprocal of the reduction factor.

margin of safety: The ratio of the threshold of an adverse health effect to the
dosimetric reference level (DRL), with accounting for all uncertainties in both
quantities.

NOTE— Whereas the safety factor uses the median threshold value in its
numerator, the margin of safety uses the absolute lowest value of the threshold
(or an acceptably low value when no absolute threshold exists). In the
denominator, the safety factor uses the DRL value whereas the margin of safety
uses the DRL value plus the uncertainty. The margin of safety is always less
than the safety factor, but may approach the value of the safety factor if the
uncertainties are small or if there is a large separation between the threshold and
DRL.

The following two definitions refer to quantities currently used only at low frequencies.
In looking at the section B1.1.9.1, I see that the Fa and Fp factors bring the median threshold
of a biological effect up to an acceptable low value for the adverse threshold level.
adverse multiplier (Fa): A multiplier (≥ 1) used to convert a median threshold of a
biological effect up to the median level that makes this effect adverse.
probability multiplier (Fp): A multiplier (≤ 1) used to convert a median threshold of an
adverse health effect to an acceptably low value based on probability and safety
considerations.

ATTACHMENT 10

COMMENT FORM
Title of Document: PC95.1, Draft Standard for Safety Levels with Respect to Exposure to Electric,
Magnetic and Electromagnetic Fields, 0 Hz to 300 GHz; Draft 2.4V2, October 2011
Date: 22 Feb 2012
Name: ____________________________________________________________

Comments and Resolution
(Please use line numbers from clean draft)
Submitted
by
[Name]

Text Reference
Location
[Line number]

Technical (T)
or
Editorial (E)

Comment – Rationale
or
Error

1.

Smit

General

E

Maybe it is useful to
mention in the scope that
the frequency range from 0300 GHz is the non ionizing
part of the electromagnetic
spectrum.

2.

Smit

General

E

inconsequential use of lower
tier, General Public and
Public allowed in
unrestricted environments

3.

Smit

General

E

Use of very long sentences
in the standard, that makes it
sometimes hard to read. For
example sentence 1297 to

Proposed Change:

Resolution of
Comment by
SC3/SC4 WG

1302 that counts 57 words.

4.

Jones

Abstract Line 5

E

Recommend adding after
general population
unrestricted environments to
highlight the new
terminology and align to the
reference of the restricted
environment used in the
same sentence

Add “(unrestricted environments)”
after general population

5.

Jones

General

E

Various titles and sections
of the document do not
address/included references
to the induced currents,
contact currents, and contact
voltages

Recommend adding Induced and
Contact Currents and Contact
Voltages to titles and introduction
sections throughout when talking
generally of the limits.

6.

Jones

57

E

As an example of comment
2, the scope does not
mention the induced and
contact currents and contact
voltages

Recommend adding induced and
contact currents and contact voltages
to the sentence.

7.

Jones

66

E

Footnote 2 reference does
not fit with sentence.

Move foot note to end of sentence on
line 58 (after 300 GHz).

8.

Jones

67

E

“and” does not make sense
between electrostimulation
and tissue

Change “and” to “of”

9.

Jones

84

E

Phrase is inconsistent with
terminology used
throughout rest of the
document

Change “reduction factor” to safety
factor

10.

Jones

86

E

Annex paragraph C.6 does
not exist

Add the referenced annex to the
document

11.

Jones

91

T

Discussion earlier in the

Verify “CW exposures” is correct.

section suggests that
electrostimulation is directly
correlated with short term
exposure of short isolated
pulses of low duty factor.
Nerve stimulation is listed
as the established
mechanism below 5MHz.

Should this be “short isolated pulses
of low duty factor” instead?

12.

Jones

162

E

Grammar

Add a period after “heating” and
make new sentence

13.

Jones

162

T

It is not clear what three
types of effects are being
referred to. Are they
electrostimulation, heating
and surface heating?

Make clear what three types of
effects are being protected against.

14.

Jones

164

E

Footnote 7 seems to be
duplication of verbiage in
paragraph 1.3.2.1.

Recommend delete the footnote

15.

Jones

165

E

Title does not match content

Change 5MHz to 100kHz.

16.

Jones

166-180

E

This section goes into much
detail about the various
safety factors, but the other
sections at the higher
frequencies do not seem to
go into as much detail as to
how the safety factors are
derived.

Suggest making this section
consistent with other sections
discussing safety factors – either
remove the extra detail from this
section or add additional detail in the
other sections.

17.

Jones

181

T

The term acceptably small is
vague and a reference to
support this claim should be
cited.

Add a footnote to support claim and
if possible specify the assessed
probability

18.

Jones

183

E

To specify the correct tier
that is applicable to the

Add “upper” before tier

sentence

19.

Jones

208 – 209

T

Not sure what is being
implied by “exposures
greater than the averaging
time”. What is the factor
for exposures less than the
averaging time?

Suggest clarifying by stating what
the minimum safety factor is across
this range for both unrestricted and
restricted ERLs or at least clarifying
the difference when exposure time is
less than the averaging time.

20.

Jones

210-211

E

Grammar/Duplicate
wording

Add a comma after “resonance
region” and delete “for whole body
exposure” after safety factor

21.

Shkolnikov

273

E

Extra word

Remove word transfer

22.

Jones

302

T

Definition for Contact
Voltage is confusing. An
open circuit voltage by
definition should not have
any current flow.

Recommend rewriting the definition
so that it explains the safety issue and
what kind of contact must be made

23.

Jones

303

E

Controlled Environment is
no longer the term used in
this document
(ensure all uses of
controlled environment are
changed to restricted
environment – controlled
environment still used in a
few places throughout the
document)

Delete Controlled Environment

24.

Shkolnikov

333

E

Unclear

Remove word direct from “without
direct contact”

25.

Jones

384

T

No reference is given for
safety programs below
3kHz

Provide guidance for safety programs
below 3kHz.

26.

Shkolnikov

400-404

T

Inconsistent use of level.

Lower tier ERLs shown in Table

Level cannot exceed, it can
only be exceeded

xxxx may be exceeded.

27.

Jones

407

T

The word “specifically”
seems to indicate that the
types of people listed need
special provisions in a
safety program.

Recommend deleting the word
“specifically” and add verbiage from
footnote 12 on page 31 to the
definition. Also, add “, but is not
limited to,” after “includes”

28.

Jones

461

E

Need to rewrite definition to
remove or clarify hazard
threshold since the hazard
threshold definition has
been removed.

Rewrite definition

29.

Shkolnikov

Footnote 4 page 3

T

Footnote 4 needs to be
updated

Update

30.

Shkolnikov

Page 4, footnote 6

T

Update and list years for all
the references per FDA
consensus standard page

Update

31.

Shkolnikov

513-516

T

The formulas for the near
field and near field are not
consistent. Lambda/2pi is
the formula for an
electrically short antenna,
but 2a^2/lambda is the
formula for electrically
large antenna. Description
should be changed to list the
assumptions, or just
dropped.

Drop the formula for the near
field/reactive field

32.

Shkolnikov

539-541

T

Inconsistent definition.
Exponential waveform does
not cross zero.

Drop the first sentence, or clarify

33.

Shkolnikov

552

E

The actual formula is ExH
not EdotH for the vector

Change to ExH

form. So putting a period
down in the formula is a bit
confusing (clearly E, H are
scalar quantities but still not
good).

34.

Jones

554

E

The frequency range of
interest for this document
starts at 0 Hz

Replace 3 kHz with 0 Hz, or re-write
definition/ define below 3kHz

35.

Shkolnikov

569-572

T

Definition merges the
definitions of burst and
pulse as per STD-100. Also
not technically accurate as
pulse modulated fields have
a different biological effect
than burst fields

Split definition into burst and pulse
modulated fields.

36.

Shkolnikov

587

T

Needs clarification:
tissue/geometric resonance?

Clarify

37.

Shkolnikov

664

E

Needs to be more specific.

Change to electric field at a point
inside the body by

38.

Jones

670

E

First sentence in Thermal
Effects definition uses “to
cause” twice, resulting in
confusion.

Recommend rewriting the sentence

39.

Shkolnikov

670

T

Clarify

Can be related to the maximum
possible increase in temperature at a
point by

40.

Jones

690

T

Upper Tier is associated
with restricted environments

Replace “unrestricted” with
“restricted”

41.

Jones

704

E

Whole Body Average is
discussed in this document

Recommend adding a definition for
Whole Body Average

42.

Jones

706

E

Missing acronyms and
abbreviations

Add the following:

AAMI
ANSI
ELF
EMI
IEC
ISO
NCRP
PPE
prf
WBA
Ep (with dot on top)

43.

Shkolnikov

743 - 760

T

No definition for 3GHz to
300GHz range

Need to have definition for SHF and
EHF

44.

Jones

Line 748

T

The symbol “a” is also used
to mean the largest
dimension of an antenna
within the document

Recommend reflecting this
alternative definition

45.

Jones

747

E

Missing letter symbols for
quantities

Add the following:
C=Coulomb
cm=centimeter
G=Gauss
mm=millimeter
mW=milliwatt
N=Newton
T=Tesla
Voc=Voltage Open Circuit

46.

Jones

821 (and
throughout doc)

E

The frequency range in the
title overlaps with other
sections.

Change title to 100kHz instead of 5
MHz. For clarity, recommend
splitting the sections so they do not
overlap frequency ranges and are in

increasing frequency order.
Additionally, suggest adding a
pictorial showing the different
biological effects and applicable
document sections versus frequency

47.

Jones

Line 887

T

Does the 5 cycle up to 10s
averaging time below 25
kHz apply to this section
like line 861?

If so, update averaging time
statement

48.

Jones

893

T

Verify H-field spec for 10.7
– 3350 Hz. Believe it
should be 3.016 vice 3.019

Update specs

49.

Bassen

899

T

It is not correct to set the
ERL for stimulation based
on the RMS value of a
pulsed magnetic field
waveform. This would
underestimate the
neurostimulation effects of
low duty cycle pulsed fields.

The limits of section 4.1.2.4.1.2
“Peak external field” should be
referred to and used

50.

Jones

959

T

This document is applicable
to 0 Hz, “note a” specifies
that the limits do not change
below 1 Hz

Recommend making the table
applicable to 0 Hz and deleting note
a or being more explicit about what
the limit is below 1 Hz

51.

Jones

959

E

Need to specify upper range
for restricted.

Add “– 100 000” to table

52.

Jones

959

T

Verify E-field ERL for 3000
– 100,000 Hz for restricted.
Believe this should be 1842.

Update table to reflect correct ERL

53.

Jones

990

E

Controlled Environment is
no longer the term used in
this document

Recommend adding “(unrestricted
environment)” after general public
and changing “controlled” to
“restricted”

54.

Bassen

979

T

It is not correct to set the
ERL for stimulation based
on the RMS value of a
pulsed electric field
waveform. This would
underestimate the
neurostimulation effects of
low duty cycle pulsed fields

An equation or table should be
developed similar to the approach for
pulsed magnetic fields in section
4.1.2.4.1.2 “Peak external field”

55.

Jones

985

T

Though it’s implied,
recommend adding
statements to clarify that the
equations in section
4.1.2.4.1.2 are replaced with
E when calculating for
electric field.

Update this section

56.

Jones

1027

E

Note 2 in Table A is
redundant

Delete and use footnote “a” where
appropriate.

57.

Jones

1030

E

Incorrect reference to
footnote

Delete reference to footnote ‘a’ from
column title “General public in
unrestricted environments”

58.

Bassen

1036

T

It is not correct to set the
ERL for stimulation based
on the RMS value of a
pulsed electric field
waveform. This would
underestimate the
neurostimulation effects of
low duty cycle pulsed fields

An equation or table should be
developed similar to the approach for
pulsed magnetic fields in section
4.1.2.4.1.2 “Peak external field”

59.

Jones

1059

E

Incorrect footnotes in table
6

Change footnote “c” to “b” as
appropriate in table 6

60.

Jones

1102

T

The document covers
induced and contact currents
below 100 kHz; however,

Add information contact voltages
below 100 kHz to correlate with
contact and induced currents below

contact voltage is only
considered in the frequency
range of 100 kHz to 100
MHz

100 kHz

61.

Jones

1105

T

It is not clear why an RMS
voltage is being used instead
of a peak voltage.

A peak voltage seems most important
when creating arcing effects. May
need additional amplifying
information providing rationale
behind this limit.

62.

Shkolnikov

1122

T

Need to clarify hazard

After “normal footwear xx reduce
induced body current”. Conversely,
contact with large metallic structures
can produce very high contact
currents.

63.

Jones

1135 & 1142

T

Suggest adding curve
equations or at minimum
extend curve to 110 MHz to
cover entire frequency
range.

Update curves and add equations.

64.

Jones

1147

E

Missing section in this
frequency range addressing
E and H field limits

At minimum should include section
and point to previous tables which
contain the required DRLs and ERLs.

65.

Jones

1193

T

In Power Density Column
second row incorrect
variable listed

Replace “9000 / f2” with “9000 / fM2”

66.

Jones

1198

T

Footnote b does not appear
to match the representation
of the table, i.e. the
Averaging Time column
does not have sub columns

Rewrite footnote b to align with table
9

67.

Jones

1226-1234

E

Missing reference of 400
MHz throughout paragraph

Add “400 MHz or” in front of each
300MHz or re-write to make clearer.

for Action Level

68.

Jones

1252

E

Last decade of graph
(frequencies greater than
100000 MHz) for Action
Level is not linear on a log
log graph

See plot at end of this comment sheet

69.

Shkolnikov

Page 44, 1283

T

Need to clarify

For exposures to pulsed and burst RF
fields xxx. Also need to state the
basis for this limit (acoustical waves
in brain tissue).

70.

Jones

1344 to 1349

E

This sentence is long and
confusing, using the term
“to ensure” three different
times

Recommend rewrite the sentence for
clarity purposes

71.

Jones

1334, 1335, 1339

T

It is assumed that the 28W
and 5.6W is effective
radiated power. Need to
clarify. Is this meant to
serve as a low power
exclusion?

Add “effective radiated” in front of
power in two places. If meant to
serve as low power exclusion, add
this to the paragraph.

72.

Jones

1344-1349

E

Sentence appears to be a run
on.

Separate into two sentences for
clarity

73.

Jones

1355

E

Clarify that safety programs
only apply to restricted
environments.

Add “for all restricted areas” after
documented

74.

Jones

Annex D

T

Examples no longer reflect
the current standards.

Update the examples using the
current limits and to reflect that the
standard goes down to 0 Hz.

75.

Bassen

2591

E

Replace: “Unlike the
medical device, such
implants...”

Unlike the electronic medical device,
such implants...

76.

Jones

2761-2762

E

Need to address peak power

Add verbiage for frequencies below

density limits for less than
100 kHz

100 kHz

77.

Karabetsos

2677

E

Need for update

Addition of the:Report on
Radiofrequencies and Health (20092010) from the Spanish Scientific
Advisory Committee on Radio
Frequencies and Health (CCARS),
January 2011,
http://www.ccars.es/sites/default/files
/Report_on_RF__health_20092010_EN.pdf

78.

Karabetsos

2677

E

Need for update

Addition of the:Influence of
radiofrequencytelecommunication
signals on children’s brains from the
Health Council of the Netherlands,
October 2011,
http://www.gezondheidsraad.nl/en/pu
blications/influence-radiofrequencytelecommunication-signals-childrens-brains

79.

Jones

2782, 3023

T

As one example: Update
equation to reflect new
standards.

Change averaging time from 360 to
98.2 s and 7200 J/m2 to 1963.8 J/m2

80.

Jones

3017

T

Missing section on
measurement of contact
voltages

Need to add measurement
requirements for contact voltage

81.

Bassen

3039

E

Update reference

ANSI/AAMI PC69:2007 Active
implantable medical devices Electromagnetic compatibility EMC test protocols for implantable
cardiac pacemakers and implantable
cardioverter defibrillators,
Association for the Advancement of
Medical Instrumentation

ANSI/AAMI PC69:2007 Active
implantable medical devices Electromagnetic compatibility EMC test protocols for implantable
cardiac pacemakers and implantable
cardioverter defibrillators

82.
83.
84.
85.

Shkolnikov

Page 102, 3061

T

Formula assumes
electrically large antenna

Far field of a simple electrically large
antenna is generally defined as xxx.

